INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Serine integrases belong to a family of site-specific recombinases that exchange two segments of DNA and are named for their conserved active site residue that is critical for DNA cleavage. No net nucleotides are gained or lost during the reaction catalyzed by serine recombinases (SRs), and no high energy or metal cofactors are required for catalysis, making it an energetically conservative process ([@B1]). Instead, the energy of the cleaved phosphodiester bonds is stored in the form of covalent phosphoserine linkages between DNA and enzyme.

All serine integrases likely function by the same basic mechanism whereby two dimers of protein subunits bind two ∼50 bp double stranded DNA attachment sites (*att*). The two DNA-bound dimers associate to form a synaptic complex composed of a tetrameric core of protein subunits flanked by a set of two *att* sites (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The recombinase binding (attachment) sites are denoted as *attP* (phage), *attB* (bacteria) and their recombination products as *attL* (left) and *attR* (right). Nucleophilic attack by the conserved serine residue in each protomer cleaves both duplexes resulting in covalent 5′-phosphoserine linkages and two nucleotide overhangs with free 3′ hydroxyls. Structural ([@B2]--[@B6]), topological ([@B7]--[@B10]) and biophysical ([@B11]) studies have examined the next step of the reaction, which has been proposed to be DNA half-site exchange via subunit rotation of half of the tetrameric complex along a planar hydrophobic dimer--dimer interface. Nucleophilic attack by the free 3′ hydroxyls reseals the nicks and completes the process that forms the recombinant products. While additional cofactors are not required, accessory proteins, supercoiling state and orientation and sequence of recombination sites control the outcome of the reaction pathways of SRs ([@B12]--[@B16]). Due to their simplicity and fidelity, large SRs are of interest for precision genome engineering and synthetic biology applications ([@B17]) and there is great interest in understanding their mechanism ([@B18],[@B19]).

![Site-specific recombination by serine integrases. Cleavage leads to a state in which half-sites can be exchanged by rotation (upper right to lower right). Hybridization and religation after an odd number of half turns will result in recombination (lower left); religation after an even number of half turns returns to the parental state (upper left).](gkw724fig1){#F1}

Bxb1 integrase (Int) is a large (500 amino acid) SR from a bacteriophage of *Mycobacterium smegmatis* with a ∼150 amino acid canonical N-terminal catalytic domain and extended C-terminal domain responsible for coordination of attachment sites ([@B20],[@B21]). Bxb1 Int is able to recombine *attP* × *attB* to form *attL* and *attR*, but it cannot recombine *attL* × *attR* without an extra directionality factor, nor can it recombine alternative pairs of sites ([@B22]). Int requires neither regulatory DNA sites nor supercoiling, rendering it a simple and tractable model system. However, biochemical studies have shown that the central dinucleotide sequence regulates the outcome of an *attP*/*attB* synaptic complex, via complementarity of the two-nucleotide overhangs ([@B13]). After an initial 180° rotation, if the 3′ overhangs of the new partner half-sites cannot base-pair, religation cannot occur. In this case where the recombinant 2-base overhangs are incompatible, the parental strands are able to reform following an additional 180° rotation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B23]). This limits prophage insertions to the correct orientation ([@B13],[@B14]) and prevents inversions instead of prophage excisions.

A few distinct models for the SR strand exchange mechanism have been discussed. Given a rotational mechanism, 'gated' models propose that rotation is tightly regulated, where a single 180° or 360° rotation is the most heavily favored outcome ([@B10]). Alternately, one could envision a 'controlled rotation' model with a fixed ligation probability at each opportunity, with the possibility of multiple rotations occurring, depending on the probability of religation per turn; experimental data in favor of such a model include direct observation of multiple-turn events by Bxb1 Int ([@B11]). Finally, we note that a non-rotational model has been proposed, based on a type-II-topoisomerase-like mechanism to tightly restrict topology change during recombination ([@B24]) although such models are incompatible with experiments suggesting a rotational mechanism ([@B11]).

Within the rotational models, a key question is whether rotations within the synaptic complex of various SRs are limited to the first ligation-compatible opportunity (180° for recombination of parallel-aligned *attB* and *attP* sites, or 360° for rejoining the parental sites or for antiparallel *attP* and *attB* sites). For a rotational process that can undergo 180° rotations in synaptic complexes with parallel-aligned sites or 360° in those with antiparallel sites, it is difficult to imagine how such strict rotational control could occur. However, if the number of rotations is determined stochastically by the lifetime of the pre-ligation state and the rate of DNA annealing and religation, then a sufficiently efficient annealing and religation would give the appearance of a gating process, whereas inefficiency would lead to multiple rotations preceding ligation, similar to the 'controlled rotation' of type IB and type IC topoisomerases ([@B25],[@B26]).

Ensemble experiments with Bxb1 Int ([@B11],[@B13]) and ϕC31 Int ([@B14]), both members of the large SR family, have shown evidence of multiple 180° rotations when using supercoiled substrates, leading to a variety of topologically unique products, suggesting a controlled rotation mechanism. Evidence for the gating model was provided by a hybrid recombination system constructed of a ϕC31 Int *att* site adjacent to Tn3 resolvase regulatory sites, which showed highly limited rotations when the DNA substrates were preincubated with Tn3 resolvase ([@B10]). This system may suppress multiple rotations by artificial imposition of topological constraints; experiments with ϕC31 Int in the absence of Tn3 resolvase yielded a greater variety of topologically distinct products, consistent with this hypothesis. Similar results were observed when Bxb1 Int was used with its cognate *att* sites in place of ϕC31 Int. The presence of glycerol and absence of MgCl~2~ in those experiments also may have affected the stability of cleaved intermediates ([@B27]--[@B29]).

Single-molecule magnetic tweezers studies have provided a method to probe Bxb1 Int recombination ([@B11]) whereby the results of synaptic rotations are directly observed. Prior studies showed that most supercoils stored in the *attP* tethered substrate were removed during a single synapsis and strand exchange event with a recombinationally-incompatible *attB* oligonucleotide ([@B11]). Here we present ensemble and single molecule experiments that show that the balance between ligation and rotation depends on substrate sequence, DNA torsional stress, and reaction conditions. Specifically, we focused on investigating the role played by the thermodynamic stability of the central two base pairs of the crossover sites in controlling rotation during the recombination reaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

DNA constructs for ensemble experiments {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------------------

We used 2.7 kb plasmids: pAttP.TA, pAttB.TA and pAttP.CG; 3.1 kb plasmids: pAttP^+^ ( = pAttP.GT, the wild-type *attP+* site), pAttP.CT and pAttP.GC; and the 3.5 kb plasmids: pAttB+ ( = pAttB.GT, the wild-type *attB+* site), pAttB.CT and pAttB.GC. Long linear *attP* DNAs (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were made by restriction digestion. Short linear partners with various *attB* crossover sequences were 312 bp and were made by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and purified by QIAquick spin columns (Qiagen).

![Kinetic analysis of substrate cleavage and supercoil relaxation by Bxb1 Int in ensemble reactions. (**A**) A 2.7 kb linear substrate containing *attP*.TA at its center was reacted with Int and a 312 bp *attB*.TA in the absence or presence of Mg^2+^ for the times indicated and the products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The two *attP* cleavage products (both 1.36 kb) migrate as a single band, as do the two recombinant products (1.52 kb). The fast-migrating *attB* bands have been omitted. (**B**) Similar experiments with a 1.7 kb linear *attP*.GC and a 312 bp *attB*.GC, showing the cleavage and recombinant products of 860 bp and 1.0 kb respectively. (**C**) A supercoiled plasmid with *attP*.CG was reacted with mismatched (and recombination-incompatible) 312 bp *attB* substrates containing either *attB*.TA or *attB*.GC for the times indicated, in the absence or presence of Mg^2+^. Agarose gel electrophoresis reveals the extent of plasmid relaxation: more relaxed topological isomers migrate slower than those with more supercoils. The lanes marked 0 and N show the unreacted and nicked forms of the pAttP.GC substrate; the position of linearized substrate is indicated. As supercoils are relaxed their migration rate is reduced, with the most relaxed forms running close to the nicked marker. However, because the precise helical parameters of DNA are influenced by presence or absence of Mg^2+^ and univalent ionic conditions, the most relaxed (but covalently closed) species migrate at positions that differ from each other and from that of the nicked marker (N). Thus, the most relaxed species formed in the presence of Mg^2+^ behave as slightly positively supercoiled in the gel and form the 2--3 bands clearly visible in the later lanes of the reactions with Mg^2+^ that migrate ahead of the nicked marker. See Supplementary Figure S1 for an alternative image of these data.](gkw724fig2){#F2}

Ensemble experiments {#SEC2-2}
--------------------

Bxb1 Int was purified as described previously ([@B20]). For ensemble kinetics experiments with linear DNAs, Int was incubated with each individual substrate for 15 min (to ensure cysteine reduction and maximum *att* site occupancy); the reactions were initiated by rapidly mixing the two solutions. Reactions were in 20 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and 50 mM NaCl, with either 5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or 10 mM MgCl~2~ as indicated and were incubated at 37°C. For the reactions in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *attP* plasmids (linear or supercoiled) were at 40 nM and the *attB* sites (all 312 bp) were at 330 nM to maximize synapsis; Int was 2 μM. For recombination reactions between supercoiled *attP* and *attB* plasmids, each parental DNA was at 50 nM, Int was 1 μM and these reactions also contained spermidine at 10 mM. All reactions were stopped by addition of SDS (to 0.1%) and treated with proteinase K (0.1 mg/ml). Bxb1 Int was stored in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 50% glycerol and concentrated to \>10 μM, such that only a few microliters were used for each experiment depending on the batch.

DNA constructs for single-DNA experiments {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------

Linear DNA fragments used in single-molecule supercoiling relaxation experiments were derived from the plasmid pNG1175 (9702 bp) ([@B11]) which was constructed from pFOS-1 (9691 bp, New England Biolabs) by insertion of a single *attP* site between MfeI and BstXI restriction sites. pNG1175 was linearized by cutting at nearby SpeI and ApaI restriction sites; the resulting linear molecule was ligated to ∼900 bp PCR products carrying either biotinylated or digoxigenin-labeled nucleotides, and prepared with SpeI and ApaI-compatible ends, respectively. The resulting linear constructs were 11.4 kb in length, with roughly 900-bp of biotin- and digoxigenin-labeled DNA at their ends, allowing multiple tethering of the ends to streptavidin- or anti-digoxigenin-coated surfaces. The multiple tethers constrain the two DNA strands sufficiently that they may be supercoiled by rotation of the magnetic particle.

Single-DNA experiments {#SEC2-4}
----------------------

Flow cells were assembled for each experiment and contained 2.8 μm streptavidin coated paramagnetic beads (Invitrogen Dynabeads, M280) tethered to the surface of an anti-digoxigenin coated glass coverslip via a linear pNG1175 DNA molecule with biotinylated and digoxigenin-labeled ends. Flow cell contents were viewed with a bright field microscope and a 100× 1.3 NA immersion oil objective (Olympus). Translation in the z direction of a permanent magnet under the objective stage controlled the force on the bead while 360° rotations of the magnet controlled the linking number of the tethered DNA molecule. Bead position in three dimensions was tracked with custom lab-written software, which uses an untethered bead non-specifically bound to the glass surface as a reference point. Position fluctuations in the x-y plane were used to calibrate the force on the tethered beads while changes in the z direction relative to the reference bead were used to measure the tether extension ([@B30]).

Calibration measurements of extension as a function of force and ΔLk were performed on each tether used in relaxation experiments. This ensured that a magnetic bead was only tethered by a single DNA molecule of the correct length (Supplementary Figure S2). In the extension versus ΔLk measurement, as ΔLk is changed from 0, the extension of the DNA decreases slightly from ∼2.4 for the first ∼12 turns and then the extension decreases linearly by ∼55 nm/ΔLk. Since calibration slopes varied from tether to tether over the range 55 ± 5 nm/ΔLk, linking number-extension calibration was required for each tether to ensure accurate measurements.

Single-molecule experiments were carried out in buffer conditions similar to ([@B20]): 50 or 100 mM potassium glutamate (KGlu), 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM DTT and pH = 7.5, at temperature of 37°C, with either 10 mM EDTA or a combination of 5 mM MgCl~2~ and 2 mM EDTA added as indicated (3 mM excess MgCl~2~). A total of 2 mM EDTA was required in the buffer to prevent nonspecific collapse of tethers. Bxb1 Int (300 nM) was added to flow cells after 30 s preincubation with 100 nM of *attB* oligo.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Half-life of the cleaved state is reduced by strengthening base-pairing of the central dinucleotide {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Before the DNA half-sites within the cleaved intermediate can be rejoined, we hypothesize that the complementary 2-base 3′ overhangs must base-pair. If so, we would expect that once crossover site cleavages have occurred, thermodynamic stability of the pre-ligation state(s) may affect re-joining kinetics. Ensemble experiments have previously observed a surprisingly long (1.8 min) half-life for the cleaved state for *att*.TA sites (denotes *att* site with a 5′-TA central dinucleotide) with no Mg^2+^, absence of which weakens base-pairing ([@B11],[@B29],[@B31]) (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} of ([@B11])). To test our hypothesis, we examined the effect of increasing the strength of the base-pairing interaction on the kinetic profile of the reaction either by adding Mg^2+^ or by changing the central dinucleotide to the thermodynamically more stable sequence 5′-GC (See Supplementary Table S1 for Gibbs free energies of crossover sequences used based on Refs. ([@B32],[@B33])).

As shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, addition of 10 mM Mg^2+^ to the reaction with *att*.TA sites dramatically reduces the half-life of the cleaved intermediate; this intermediate never accumulates but is rapidly chased into recombinant products. Interestingly, the overall rate of the reaction (as measured by substrate reacted or by recombinant formed) is reduced; in the presence of Mg^2+^ the halfway point is at about 60 min, while in its absence the substrate is more than 50% depleted by 20 s and recombinant formation achieves 50% in 3 min.

When the central dinucleotide is switched to GC on both linear substrates while omitting Mg^2+^ (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left panel), the half-life of the cleaved intermediate is again dramatically reduced compared to the corresponding *att*.TA reaction (compare Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left). The apparent reaction rate is also slower than the TA reaction with depletion of the substrate reaching 50% by about 2 min. Addition of Mg^2+^ (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel) to the *att*.GC reaction further reduces the reaction rate (the amount of recombinant formed in 60 min in the presence of Mg^2+^ is the same as that formed in 20 s in its absence), and the cleaved intermediate becomes essentially undetectable, consistent with an extremely short half-life. We conclude that for recombination reactions between linear *att*-carrying DNAs, increasing the strength of the base-pairing interaction that helps to constrain the unjoined half-sites in a pre-ligation state reduces the half-life of the cleaved state, while at the same time reducing the overall rate of substrate depletion and recombinant formation. We caution that is possible that varying the dinucleotide sequence may alter the reaction kinetics by affecting the Int--DNA interaction, but the correlation of both sequence and Mg^2+^ results to DNA thermodynamic stability most simply suggests that strength of the dinucleotide base pairing interactions modulates the rejoining rate.

Strengthening base-pairing of the central dinucleotide sequence suppresses synaptic rotation {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a reaction between a supercoiled substrate and a linear partner with mismatched central dinucleotides, recombination (following a 180° rotation) is prevented by the mismatch but a subsequent 180° rotation, re-establishing the parental configuration, relaxes substrate supercoils; each 360° rotation relaxes one unit of DNA linking number and only integer multiples of 360° rotations can occur. We performed such reactions using the plasmid pAttP.CG as shown in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates the cleavage-rotation-religation reaction via the rate of depletion of the supercoiled substrate (lowest gel band) and accumulation of relaxed topoisomers (upper bands running near the nicked plasmid in lane N). When reacted with *attB*.TA in the absence of Mg^2+^ the portion of the plasmid substrate that is neither nicked nor linearized is converted to circles that are mostly fully relaxed even at the earliest time point when the majority of the substrate is unreacted. Therefore, most relaxed circles are likely to be products from single synaptic complexes. In the presence of 10 mM Mg^2+^, however, the initial (5 min) circular products retain substantial superhelicity (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, bands between supercoiled and relaxed in second panel from the left) and only become fully relaxed at 80 min after several synaptic encounters between the two substrates. When the partner substrate is the relatively stable *attB*.GC (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, two rightmost panels), even in the absence of Mg^2+^, the reaction rate is substantially slower and most circular products formed in the initial 5 min retain substantial superhelicity.

We also analyzed the topology of products from reactions in which both partners were on separate supercoiled plasmids and had identical central dinucleotides, a situation analogous to the normal integration of Bxb1 phage (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S1). As we had seen before ([@B11]), if the partners both contained the 'weak' *att*.TA sites, the majority of recombinant products (\>90%) form a ladder of knots indicative of multiple rotations within a single synapse prior to the final ligation; the unknotted form resulting from a single 180° rotation accounts for \<10% of these products (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Changing the central dinucleotide to GC reduces the proportion of knotted products; the unknotted product accounts for about 75% of the total products, although the 3~1~ and 5~1~ knots (indicating 1 and 2 extra 360° rotations) can readily be detected, as can catenated parental circles (products of one or more 360° rotations). With CT as the central dinucleotide, results are complicated by the fact that, with a non-palindromic central sequence, only half of the initial synapses are appropriately aligned for recombination. Nevertheless the characteristic ladder of knotted recombinants is readily seen and less than 50% of the recombinants are unknotted. Interestingly, pre-nicking the CT substrates largely eliminates the multiple rotations and the distribution of products looks very similar to the GC reaction (compare Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} with B). These data clearly show that in reactions that can lead directly to recombination, multiple rotations before the final ligation are common, but the number of these extra 360° rotations is sharply reduced by dinucleotide sequences that stabilize the pre-ligation intermediate, or by lack of superhelical torque.

![Bxb1 Int recombination of two supercoiled plasmids. Integrase reactions using supercoiled substrates with *attP* and *attB* produce recombinant products with multiple knot nodes. Int reactions were performed at 37°C with ∼50 nM pAttP and pAttB supercoiled plasmids in standard reaction buffer containing spermidine (10 mM) to increase reaction efficiency and product yield. After the times indicated, samples were treated with the nicking enzyme Nb.BsrNDI (New England Biolabs) at 65°C for 60 min and then with SDS and proteinase K. Products were analyzed by electrophoresis (45 V, 20 h) on a 1% agarose-E buffer gel. The gel was subsequently stained with ethidium bromide to visualize the DNA. (**A**) Reaction contained pAttP.TA and pAttB.TA, both 2.73 kb. (**B**) Reactions contained pAttP.GC (3.1 kb) and pAttB.GC (3.5 kb) (lanes 2--4, counting from left), pAttP.CT (3.1 kb) and pAttB.CT (3.5 kb) (lanes 5--6), or pAttB.GT (3.5 kb) and pAttP.GT (3.1 kb) (lanes 7--8), and were run for the times indicated. (**C**) A reaction of pAttP.CT and pAttB.CT in which both parents were pre-nicked to remove supercoiling before Int addition. M indicates 1 kb ladder. The unknotted recombinants, the recombinant torus knots (3~1~, 5~1~, 7~1~, 9~1~, 11~1~, ...) and the 2-noded catenane of the parental plasmids are shown. Note that the 6.2 kb dimeric form of the 3.1 kb pAttP plasmids migrates at the same position as the 2-noded catenane.](gkw724fig3){#F3}

Single-molecule detection of cleavage and strand exchange by the Bxb1 synapse {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used a single-DNA supercoil-relaxation magnetic-tweezers-based approach ([@B11],[@B34]) to obtain information about individual cleavage-rotation events (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This experiment is the single-molecule analog of the supercoil relaxation assay used to probe synapse rotation in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (the one difference being use of *attP*.GT in single-molecule experiments versus *attP*.CG in the bulk experiment of Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Experiments used a 9.7 kb tethered DNA containing a single internal WT *attP*^+^ with GT crossover site ([@B11]). None of the *attB* oligos used in any experiments contained a GT, forcing religation to occur after returning to the parental DNA sequences. We emphasize that all experiments used the same *attP*^+^-carrying tethered DNA, and thus all changes in synapse properties are solely due to changes in the partner *attB* sequence on the oligo.

![Single-DNA experiments show that relaxation behavior of an *attP* substrate is influenced by the crossover sequence of the partner *attB* site. (**A**) Experimental design. A supercoiled single DNA containing a WT *attP*.GT site is tethered to a surface and pulled and twisted via a magnetic particle at its end. The *attB* site is supplied on a 52 bp DNA oligomer, along with Bxb1 Int enzyme. Force is set at 0.4 pN, which generates DNA torque similar to that present in a supercoiled bacterial plasmid or chromosome (σ ≈ −0.05 ([@B35])). (**B**) Cleavage and rotation at the synapse leads to partial relaxation of supercoiling, and extension of the DNA which is detected in real time. (**C**) Further cleavage and rotation removes all stored supercoils, allowing full extension of the tether. (**D**) Example of a relaxation event obtained in a reaction with *attB*.TA. In this experiment, enzyme and *attB* were supplied at time ≈1500 s. (**E**) Same data as in C but with magnified timescale showing the 3 s period within which the complete relaxation event occurs. (**F**) Example of a relaxation 'event' obtained in a reaction with *attB*.CG. (**G**) Same data as in E but with magnified timescale showing a run of small relaxation steps.](gkw724fig4){#F4}

Forces \<0.5 pN imparted nearly symmetrical extension versus ΔLk behavior in the positive and negative supercoil regimes, whereas DNA melting occurred in the negative ΔLk regime at forces \>0.5 pN (Supplementary Figure S2), in accord with prior studies ([@B30]). All Bxb1 experiments were performed at 0.4 ± 0.05 pN. This level of force generates nearly constant DNA torsional stress in plectonemic supercoils (formed in the nearly straight 'wings' of Supplementary Figure S2) corresponding to that found in a physiologically supercoiled plasmid (*σ* = −0.05) ([@B35]). This type of calibration data allows DNA extension to be converted to linking number, and therefore for changes in extension to be converted to changes in linking number.

We first carried out experiments with *attB*.TA; after verification of a tether as a single supercoilable 9.7 kb DNA, a mix of Bxb1 Int protein (300 nM) pre-bound with the *attB*.TA oligomer (100 nM) in assay buffer (50 mM KGlu, no MgCl~2~) was added to the flow cell and ΔLk was set to −30. We note that due to the flattening out of the extension versus ΔLk response (Supplementary Figure S2, squares, \|ΔLk\| \< 8) the maximum relaxation step size observable is a linking number change from 20 to 22; the experiment cannot detect relaxation of the final ∼10 turns due to the small extension change that occurs in that range. A typical *attB*.TA experiment (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) showed a long initial period with little change in extension (some slow variations occur due to nonspecific protein--DNA interactions and slow dynamics of the initially supercoiled DNA), terminated by an abrupt jump in extension \>500 nm, initiated by cleavage of the DNA. In general we refer to 'steps' as events or individual jumps in extension (or corresponding numbers of turns *n* relaxed); multiple steps occurring in succession will be referred to as a 'run' of steps or a series of events.

Tether extensions in periods bracketing a typical relaxation event show Brownian fluctuations with standard deviation 100 nm and mean duration of 0.1 s (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Extension jumps were identified from data of this type, and then fit with custom step-finding software that provided an estimate of step size (μm) and duration (s), as well as relaxation velocity (during the step) in μm/s. In some events, we could obtain a step size but not a velocity due to limitations in time resolution (10 ms) and the large amplitude of Brownian noise. Extension versus ΔLk data (Supplementary Figure S2) were used to determine the number of turns removed per step (*n*) and the velocity (turns/s; one turn refers to a 360° rotation, or equivalently \|ΔLk\| = 1). As in the bulk experiments, single 180° rotations are not expected due to the mismatched central dinucleotide sequences.

The noise amplitude is large enough that it interferes with detection of small (*n* \< 3) events. The experimental extension fluctuations are well described as Gaussian distributed noise with standard deviation *σ* = 110 nm and a correlation time of 0.08 s. We carried out simulations of the relaxation process using this noise amplitude and correlation time and concluded that steps with *n* = 1 (extension change of ∼50 nm) are undetectable, while steps with *n* = 2 (∼ 100 nm) can only be reliably detected if they are well separated from other step events (Supplementary Figure S3). We reliably detect larger steps (*n* ≥ 3).

In a set of nine experiments (i.e. nine single molecules) with the *attB*.TA oligomer, we observed 10 events, which were primarily relaxations involving single, relatively large steps, with numbers of turns removed ranging from *n* = 3 to 21 (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, dark bars). Note that the *n* = 22 cutoff on our measurements is well above the peak in the event size distribution of Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Runs predominantly consisted of single steps with *n* = 10 to 15 (only one run of two steps was observed). The bulk of the steps were smaller than the maximum step size measurable (corresponding to *n* = 22 turns) and were predominantly relaxation events following the initial setting of DNA linking number to −30. We note that the step size distribution is dominated by quite large events of more than 10 turns.

![Step size and rotational velocity distributions. For the three *attB* sequence oligos studied (**A, B**: *attB*.TA; **C, D**; *attB*.CT; **E, F**: *attB*.CG), the distributions of step sizes and step velocities are shown (solid dark gray bars). Step size distributions bins have width 2, and are centered at *n* = 1.5, 2.5,... . With increasing base pairing stability the widths of the step size and the velocity distributions are both gradually reduced. The *n* \> 2 step-size distributions are consistent with the controlled rotation model (solid gray curves in A, C, E), except in the leftmost bin (*n* = 1 and 2), corresponding to events obscured by Brownian noise.](gkw724fig5){#F5}

Based on the observed steps, the mean number of turns released per step was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar{n}$\end{document}$= 11.5 ± 1.8 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and the average rotational velocity was 106 ± 16 turns/s (5.7 ± 0.7 μm/s; Figures [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Velocities were computed only for steps where *n* = 3 or more turns were released; velocities for smaller steps could not be reliably estimated due to Brownian noise and time resolution obscuring step start and end times.

![The number of rotations per relaxation event (the step size) and their velocity are dependent on the thermodynamic stability of the partner *attB* crossover sequence. (**A**) From a series of experiments of the form in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, average step sizes were computed. When comparing *attB*.TA and *attB*.CG data, *P* \< 3 × 10^−7^. (**B**) Rotational velocity also is gradually reduced as crossover-base-pairing stability is increased. Comparing *attB*.TA and *attB*.CG data, *P* \< 1.3 × 10^−4^. (**C**) The duration of the step events increases with base-pairing stability. Comparing .TA and .CG data, *P* \< 0.05. (**D**) Rotational velocity and step size are strongly correlated. Fit line has slope 9.2±1.7 turns/sec.](gkw724fig6){#F6}

In experiments with non-*attB* DNA oligomers in place of *attB* we found that cleavages were extremely rare; quantification of this was presented in Ref. ([@B11]). In a series of five additional control experiments, we verified that the cleavage rate in the presence of a non-*attB* oligo was consistent with that observed in Ref. ([@B11]), with one cleavage event occurring in a total of 19 h of incubation time, giving a cleavage rate of 1.5 × 10^−5^ s^−1^. We note that the single-molecule rates are much slower than those observed in the ensemble experiments; the latter are carried out at the highest concentration of reactants so that binding and synapsis were not rate limiting. In contrast, the single-molecule experiments were carried out at lower reactant concentrations. However, this does not fully explain the much lower rates observed in single-molecule versus ensemble experiments.

Single molecule relaxation experiments with attP^+^ show that increased base-pairing stability of the partner crossover reduces the number of rotations per cleavage event {#SEC3-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *attB*.TA oligo used above has the weakest base-pairing free energy (Supplementary Table S1). To look at the effect of strengthening this, we did similar experiments using *attB*.CT or *attB*.CG as the partner sites; these dinucleotide changes decrease the Δ*G*~TA~ (denotes the free energy change Δ*G* of the base pairing interaction of the *att*-central tetranucleotide with a TA central dinucleotide) by 1.36 and 3.26 kcal/mol, respectively (unified nearest-neighbor energies of Supplementary Table S1).

With the *attB*.CT oligo, 9 experiments yielded 16 events; unlike the *attB*.TA case, multiple-step runs of relaxation (typically less than three steps) were common. The mean number of turns relaxed per observable step event was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar{n}$\end{document}$= 6.8 ± 1.3 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), with a distribution peaked at lower *n* than for the *attB*.TA case (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, dark bars). The average velocity during *attB*.CT relaxations was 78 ± 27 turns/s (4.2 ± 1.5 μm/s, Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), similar within error to that previously reported for the .GT x .CT reaction (54 ± 5 turns/s) ([@B11]) and significantly slower than the velocity for .TA (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We note that there is a larger error in the estimation of velocities for smaller events.

For *attB*.CG, smaller steps were observed, with more steps per relaxation run than in the *attB*.CT case (see Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Six separate experiments with the *attB*.CG oligo yielded 23 events with relaxation runs consisting of three to nine steps with a narrower distribution of turns released per step than for the *attB*.CT case (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, dark bars). The mean number of turns per step was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar{n}$\end{document}$ = 3.0 ± 0.3 and the mean velocity was 39 ± 12 turns/s (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), both significantly smaller than the mean *attB*.CT step size and velocity.

Results for the three oligos are shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} in order of increasing base-pairing stability (TA \< CT \< CG) and indicate that increased base-pairing stability decreases step size and rotational velocity, and increases event duration (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Plotting the observed step sizes and rotational velocities across our data set (34 steps) shows a strong correlation (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

In light of the preceding results for *attB* oligos of varied central dinucleotide sequence (all for 50 mM KGlu, 0 mM MgCl~2~), we hypothesized that increasing salt, which stabilizes DNA base pairing (i.e. increases DNA melting temperature; for univalent salt this occurs over a wide concentration range, while for divalent salt in 50--100 mM monovalent salt this occurs for divalent concentrations up to ∼10 mM ([@B29],[@B36],[@B37])), would lead to a reduction in step size and rotation velocity. While there was a restricted range of univalent and divalent salt over which we observed single-molecule relaxation events, we did observe that increasing concentration of univalent salt (KGlu) from 50 to 100 mM led to a statistically significant reduction in step size for the *attB*.CT reaction (Supplementary Figure S4A). Effect of increased univalent salt on step velocity was less statistically significant (Supplementary Figure S4B), as were effects of increased divalent ions (MgCl~2~ increased from 0 to 3 mM, Supplementary Figure S4C and D), but all of these changes did lead to the expected trends, i.e. decreased step size and rotation velocity with increased salt concentration. However, when using the *attB*.TA oligo, addition of divalent salt produced a significant effect on both step size (*P* \< 0.02) and velocity (*P* \< 0.13) (Supplementary Figure S4E and F).

Although the simplest explanation for the observed supercoil relaxation is subunit rotation within the Int synapse, it is hard to exclude the possibility that a type-I topoisomerase activity of Bxb1 Int is responsible, for example due to cleavage followed by release and rotation of a free 3′-OH DNA strand end around the other strand ([@B38]). Several observations strongly argue against this, however. First, the dependence of the rotation rate and step size on dinucleotide sequence suggests that base pairing interactions are involved in limiting the rate of rotations. Second, the rates of Bxb1 Int-mediated rotation are essentially the same for either a supercoiled duplex or a pair of 'braided' DNAs which absolutely require double-stranded breaks and rotations within the Int-*att* synaptic complex ([@B11]), and are significantly slower than the rotation rates obtained with a DNA-nicking enzyme ([@B11],[@B39]). Finally, and perhaps most significantly, we have previously carried out *in vitro* experiments on supercoiled plasmids showing that recombination proceeds without relaxing supercoiling: Supplementary Figure S2 of ([@B11]) shows that un-nicked recombination products migrate on an agarose gel slightly ahead of the supercoiled dimers of the parental plasmids (compare lanes 1 and 4); only when the products are nicked are they converted to the much more slowly migrating 'ladder' of knot types expected from multi-turn recombination reactions (lane 2).

Increased force causes larger steps and faster velocities {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------

Given that in a magnetic tweezers DNA stretching-twisting experiment, torsional stress, or torque, in the DNA is controlled by applied force ([@B35]), and that for Bxb1 Int, rotation rate has been hypothesized to be controlled in part by enzymatic 'friction' ([@B11]), we reasoned that the velocity and step size might be sensitive to applied force. Previous experiments with *attB*.CT performed at 0.5 pN showed nearly complete relaxation of all supercoils in single step events (∼18 turns/event, as outlined in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, supercoil transitions from A to C, and bypasses state B), in contrast with the experiments at 0.4 pN presented above that generated an average step size of 6.8 turns/event (supercoil goes through states A, B and C). The experiments of this paper discussed above were carried out at 0.4 pN, which generates torsional stress in plectonemic DNA comparable to that found in DNA in *Escherichia coli* (*σ* = −0.05). We therefore carried out *attB*.CT × *attP* experiments at forces of 0.2 and 0.7 pN to compare with our results for 0.4 pN, and in order to examine differences between the 0.4 and 0.5 pN datasets.

For 0.2 pN, five experiments yielded eight steps of average size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar{n}$\end{document}$ = 5.9 ± 0.8 (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the same as that obtained with 0.4 pN within measurement uncertainty. While the average velocity was smaller for 0.2 pN than for 0.4 pN, the large statistical error in the latter makes this effect not highly significant (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). However, for 0.7 pN 11 experiments yielded 11 steps that were significantly larger and with rotations faster than for 0.2 pN (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The 0.7 pN experiments were carried out for initially positive supercoiling (ΔLk = +30 turns) to avoid unwinding (torque-melting) the DNA; however, we have observed events to have similar size and speed at 0.4 pN for initial ΔLk = +30 and -30 (data not shown). Overall, the data indicate that increasing force (and therefore supercoil torque) from 0.2 to 0.7 pN causes larger steps and faster rotation.

![Step size and rotational velocity are dependent on DNA torque. Experiments as in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} but with varied force (and DNA torque) show that as force (torque) is increased, average step size (**A**) and rotational velocity (**B**) both increase. *P*-values for differences between 0.2 and 0.7 pN data for step size and velocity are 4.0 × 10^−7^ and 0.003, respectively.](gkw724fig7){#F7}

Step size distribution is consistent with the 'controlled rotation' model {#SEC3-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The simplest model for the religation kinetics during a relaxation event is that there is a fixed probability 1-*p* of religation per turn, versus a probability *p* per turn of not ligating and continuing to rotate. This 'controlled rotation' model predicts an exponentially decaying form of the event size distribution, *P*(*n*) = (1−*p*) *p^n^*^-1^, The controlled rotation model has been found to describe relaxation of supercoiling by type IB and IC topoisomerases ([@B25],[@B26]). The peak in the event-size distribution for this model is at *n* = 1, and the average event size is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our inability to detect events with a step size of *n* = 1 and our unreliable detection of *n* = 2 events complicate our data analysis. Nevertheless, we can ask whether our data for the larger steps (*n* \> 2) are consistent with the controlled rotation model. We have used the maximum likelihood method to determine the relegation probability (1-*p*) for the steps with *n* \> 2: this relates *p* to the mean of the observed event sizes *via* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bar{n}_ >}$\end{document}$ is the average size of events with *n* \> 2. For the *attB*.TA data we find 1−*p =* 0.10±0.02; for *attB*.CT we find 1-*p =* 0.18 ± 0.04; for *attB*.CG we find *p =* 0.53 ± 0.14. The resulting event size distributions are consistent with the data for *n* \> 2 (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, solid curves; the curves in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F5){ref-type="fig"} take on the value predicted for each bin at the bin centers of 1.5, 2.5, 3.5,... .). Since the statistical variance for each bin is approximately the square root of the counts within it, for *n* \> 2 our observed step size distributions are consistent with the simple controlled rotation model.

Small events with *n* = 1 and 2 can be explained by non-step relaxation {#SEC3-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Although we fail to observe individual *n* = 1 and *n* = 2 steps, they will still contribute to overall relaxation of the substrate supercoils.To estimate the maximum number of undetected *n* = 1 and *n* = 2 events, we partitioned the recovery of DNA extension into a fraction 1-*f* contributed by the observed steps, and a fraction *f* that cannot be attributed to discrete observable events. For *attB*.TA, we find *f* = 0.14 ± 0.06: this is done by determining the total length change in individual relaxation experiments (e.g. Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} or F), and then determining what fraction of that is in the form of identified steps (circled regions of Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), versus non-step relaxation.

The average *f* can be used to estimate an upper bound on the number of turns that were not detected, i.e. that were of size *n* = 1 or 2, via *N*~undetected~ = *N*~detected~ *f* / (1-*f*), where *N*~detected~ is the total number of turns that were detected in step events. For the *attB*.TA data (*N*~detected~ = 115, *f* = 0.14) we have *N*~undetected~ = 19. Because of the broad distribution we expect these turns to be in roughly equal numbers of *n* = 1 and 2 events, indicating that the non-step relaxation could contain 12.5 step events, well in excess of the ∼3 predicted by the controlled rotation model fit to the events with *n* \> 2 (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, difference between leftmost bin and solid curve). We conclude that the *attB*.TA data are consistent with the controlled rotation model.

For the *attB*.CT data (*N*~detected~ = 110, *f* = 0.34) we have *N*~undetected~ = 56, easily explaining the ∼6 missing *n* = 1 and 2 events predicted by the controlled rotation model (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For the *attB*.GC data (*N*~detected~ = 70, *f* = 0.37) we have *N*~undetected~ = 41, again explaining the ∼35 missing *n* = 1 and 2 events in Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. For each case, the apparent deficit in small *n* = 1 and 2 events is consistent with the controlled rotation model, given that we are unable to observe all *n* = 1 and most *n =* 2 events.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We have reported a series of experiments that analyze the cleavage and rotation dynamics of the SR, Bxb1 Int. Together, both ensemble and single-molecule experiments indicate that the core enzyme tetramer does not, by itself, limit strand exchanges to a single rotation. Rather, our results suggest that a stochastic process determines whether each 180° rotation is followed by a ligation event or by another rotation (or, in the case of mis-matched or mis-aligned *attP* and *attB* sites, each 360° rotation; note that this situation occurs for roughly 50% of synapses that form *in vivo*). The choice between these two possibilities is determined primarily by the thermodynamic stability of the base pairing interactions that stabilize the pre-ligation state. Strong interactions favor the ligation process, limiting the number of rotations, whereas weak interactions result in inefficient ligation and more rapid rotation (less molecular 'friction'), favoring multiple rotations.

We suggest that the final outcome of a synaptic event is controlled by thermodynamics. The overall process is multi-step. Following formation of the parental synapse the joined and cleaved states are in equilibrium. Only while both sites are in the cleaved state can the complex escape from this paired configuration to initiate rotation; the rate of this escape will depend on the cleaved/joined equilibrium, and will be assisted by high superhelical torque but inhibited by higher thermodynamic stability of the paired-but-cleaved state. Following initiation of rotation, a chance for pairs of half-sites to re-anneal occurs once every 180°; the likelihood of this strongly depends on the stability of the paired state. The rates of joining (and re-cleavage) and synapse dissociation determine whether paired half-sites result in a joined product or are subjected to further rotations and repeat cycles of the process.

In this overall process, the only stage that is influenced by the half-site base-pairing interaction is the post-cleavage/pre-joined conformation of the synapse formed at positions 0/180°/360° of the rotating complex. When pairing interactions are strong, it is reasonable to expect that the lifetimes of these discrete conformational states increase, increasing the probability of religation while slowing synaptic rotation. We emphasize that during a multi-turn rotational event, the base-pairing interactions are transient; indeed the resolvase crystal structure traps a cleaved state in which base-pairing interactions are disrupted ([@B2]).

In the single DNA experiments with *attB*.CG, individual steps within a run are separated by pauses that may be several minutes in duration. It is likely that the synaptic complex remains intact during these periods and we suggest that for most of the pause one or both crossover sites within the parental synapse are in the joined state.

In addition to strengthening the base-pairing interaction, Mg^2+^ may also reduce rotations by shifting the equilibrium between cleaved and joined states towards the latter. This could explain the reduced rates of recombination and low yield of cleaved intermediates seen in the right-hand panels of Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

One might ask to what degree the number of rotations following a DNA cleavage by a Bxb1 synapse is affected by whether the DNAs being reacted are recombination-competent or not. For the serine integrases, the *attP* and *attB* sites (and the Int--*attP* and Int--*attB* complexes) are functionally distinct. A parental synapse must structurally differ from a recombinant synapse, perhaps as proposed in a recent structural analysis ([@B40]). In principle, this might influence the outcome of a synaptic event between *attP* and *attB* sites. For example, the recombinant synapse (formed by 180° rotation of the cleaved parental synapse) might have a cleaved/joined equilibrium that favors the joined state, or once joined might have a rapid dissociation rate. Either of these scenarios would then favor recombinant formation over restoring the parental configuration and might result in an apparent 'gating' of the rotations specifically when recombination is assayed. However, we observe multiple rotations not only when we prevent recombination (as in the single DNA experiments, or as occurs *in vivo* for misaligned sites) but also when we allow recombination following the first 180° rotation (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), so if there is a bias towards forming a recombinant rather than a parental joint, it does not appear to be very strong. Recombination is ultimately favored because, once the recombinant synapse dissociates, Int alone cannot reconstitute it.

An analogous stochastic process has been proposed for the controlled relaxation of DNA supercoiling by type IB and IC topoisomerases. For these topoisomerases it is thought that there is a certain probability 1−*p* per rotation of religation occurring via a single rate-limiting step, which gives rise to an exponential distribution of step sizes (*P*(*n*) ≈ (1−*p*) *p^n^*^-1^), characterized by the smallest steps being the most probable. The ensemble recombination data shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are, with the exception of the .TA data (see below), generally in accord with this expectation. And, while Brownian noise prevents detection of the anticipated *n* = 1 and 2 steps in the single molecule experiments, the size distributions of the larger steps (*n* \> 2) are also consistent with a fixed probability of ligation that depends on the crossover sequence (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

From our data we can estimate the ligation probability at each step. The ensemble recombination data using pairs of sites with identical crossover sequences give probabilities for ligation at the first opportunity (after 180°) of about 0.8 for *att*.GC sites, 0.5 for *att*.CT (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), 0.4 for .GT and \<0.1 for *att*.TA. In the single-DNA relaxation experiments the probabilities for ligation at the first opportunity (after 360°) are ∼0.53 for *attB*.CG, 0.18 for *attB*.CT and about 0.10 for *attB*.TA (all in combination with an *attP*.GT site). These data are consistent with synapse rotation properties being sensitive to the sequence composition at the central dinucleotide, suggesting that transient base-pairing plays a role. This conclusion is backed up by consistent effects of changes in salt concentration; changes in solution conditions strengthening DNA base-pairing lead to smaller steps and slower rotation (Supplementary Figure S4).

The *att*.TA ensemble recombination data show obvious deviations from the predictions of the simple controlled-rotation (fixed probability of ligation per turn) model. We found here (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and in our earlier experiments (Supplementary Figure S2 of ([@B11])) that the amount of each recombinant knot species actually increased slightly over the first three or four cycles, with peak yields at the 5~1~ and 7~1~ knots respectively: why might this be? We suggest that with the very weak .TA interaction, the lifetime of the pre-ligation state, and thus its probability of ligation, is particularly sensitive to superhelical tension. After the first 180°, further rotations not only reduce the superhelical tension but also create more complex topological tangles that become energetically more costly to further rotations.

We do not believe there is any contradiction between our results and those of ([@B10]) who observed with the serine integrases from ϕC31 and Bxb1 a preponderance of products formed from the minimum number of rotations (180° for recombination) and concluded that the serine integrases performed a 'gated' rotation. Those authors, however, also observed products consistent with multiple rotations. We suggest that their adoption of a topologically constrained and intramolecular recombination system is largely responsible for the substantial enhancement of ligation and product release at the first opportunity. In that system, the torque experienced by the cleaved synapse may be largely, if only temporarily, eliminated. This would also explain why the resolvases such as Tn3 and γδ, which use a similarly constrained synaptic complex, only rarely produce products of processive cycles that have bypassed the initial ligation opportunity ([@B10]). Our own experiments on Bxb1 Int show no evidence that ligation is specifically favored following the first 180° rotation that would form a recombinant product.

In conclusion, we suggest that it may not be appropriate to use the term 'gated' to describe a rotational mechanism that can, in principle, undergo multiple rounds of rotation even if the chance of iterations is small. In the controlled rotation model, a high religation probability after a single rotation can give the impression of tight gating, even though there remains a nonzero probability of multiple rotations occurring between cleavage and religation. Bxb1 Int appears to exchange DNA half-sites by this type of mechanism as, most likely, do the other SRs.
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